Renal kininases in primary aldosteronism.
In order to further clarify the role of renal kallikrein-kinin (K-K) system in primary aldosteronism (PA), daily urinary excretions of renal K-K system components including kallikrein (KAL), kinin (KIN), total kininase (K-ase), K-ase I, K-ase II and neutral endopeptidase (NEP) were measured in PA and normotensives (NT). In this study, a new method for the simultaneous determination of human urinary K-ase I, II and NEP was established and employed. The daily excretions of KAL was significantly higher in PA than that in NT, while no difference was found in KIN between PA and NT. On the other hand, total K-ase in PA (897 +/- 258 micrograms/min/day) was significantly higher than that in NT (209 +/- 6). NEP was also significantly higher in PA (262 +/- 22 micrograms/min/day) than that in NT (127 +/- 6), whereas there were no differences in K-ase I and K-ase II between PA and NT. The relative contributions of K-ase I, II and NEP to total K-ase in NT were 14, 27 and 59%, while those in PA were 12, 17 and 36%, respectively. As a result, these three K-ase contributed only 64% to the total K-ase in PA. These findings suggested that 1) NEP may play a major role in the catabolism of renal KIN in human, 2) NEP is accelerated in PA, 3) unknown K-ase, different from K-ase I, II or NEP, may exist in PA, and 4) accelerated renal K-ase activity may play some role on the disorder of renal water-sodium metabolism and high blood pressure in PA.